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I love Tanya and think that she actually is a great youtuber I love Tanya and think that she
actually is a great youtuber.. I acquired rid of the duplicate I ordered. I understand her
demographic is probably younger, but how about the rest of these who watch her? I believed
it had been very interesting. I love Tanya Burr.I am a big fan of her channel and also have
followed her for a long time.I acquired this as a gift from my hubby (hence the review from his
account)And the publication is just okay.If you are a fan, the contents of the publication will
be nothing at all new or surprising. Best book I've bought in quite a while! Love Tanya. She also
includes pages at the end of each chapter so that you can fill in various things such as "top
10 essential items in your makeup handbag" (which she also lists hers). She gives suggestions
on makeup, skin care, fashion advice, hair and nails, coping with anxiety, love, youtube, quality
recipes, and everything in-between! I have already been watching Tanya for about a year
now, and I can truly say she's the best youtuber. It's filled up with beautiful photos throughout
of her and her life from when she was a child to present. I have the hardcover which I believe is
only available in the UK, which is normally where I purchased it from.. I maintain it on my make-
up desk because I always go back to it for tips about pretty much everything listed above.. I
love tanya so theres no chance i would not like ...! But my publication came with the cover
somewhat broken and the contents in the publication is certainly for the folks who are
enthusiasts of tanya. If you don't know tanya, the reserve might bore you. Girlfriend liked it cool
I Love Tanya!. love, baking I never thought We’d pick and choose this up, however when I
found it at a charity shop for €3 I figured We’d give it a go.. Five Stars Like the book and
tanya's recipes! Great informative little read! I examine it through therefore quickly! Has a little
bit of everything, including personal tales, recipes, and guidelines! If you love Tanya Burr then
certainly pick up a copy of her publication. Tanya Burr was among the 1st beauty YouTubers I
subscribed to, and while I am no more a subscriber, I do value what she trained me. This book
is divided into many parts: early existence, skincare, makeup, locks and nails, fashion, like,
baking, confidence and happiness, being healthful and so on. Just okay.. I’ll certainly try out
some of her baking dishes, and the juices she stated. What I liked most may be the parts about
self-confidence and body image.. Through the publication, she made several lists and allowed
you a full page to write you own as well. Like Tanya. Or your travel programs. Like, your
favorite childhood memories. Definitely worthy of the amount of money!.. It was great to read a
bit more about her lifestyle, aside from the YouTube factor.....Love Tanya, great role model to
young girls not that I'm that youthful anymore, but We thoroughly enjoy seeing existence
through the young ones and in such a respectful, encouraging and uplifting manner. I love a
motivational book, which I find in this, lots of opportunities to create your own goals, thoughts
and desires.Everything in this book you can learn watching her videos. Must read
Granddaughter loved this one. It's a little bit wordy, but if you are into that, it's really worth
your time! I really like tanya so theres no chance i would not like it. That doesn't happen very
often. Just watch her video's become familiar with more about her... I go through this in 1
setting.... It required me a few hours...... I want her many blessings in life... Now the baking reserve
I'm gonna like because I am known for my cooking food, baking.... Maybe I can get yourself a
few new dishes... It still surprises me that a 26 year outdated who just talked to a surveillance
camera a few years is now a millionaire and she has a baking book even though she cannot
have an excessive amount of experience ( she's only 26) ....Seems like right now there are
probably many more people out there who would be a lot more deserving to possess a book
manufactured from their recipes (I can think of several older women who actually are amazing
bakers, cooks who we would actually get some experience from)....I only bought this because it



came along with her new baking book at a reduced price for both. Certainly worth the money,
you won't regret this buy!.I guess life's not reasonable.. You won't regret it!. Tanya has hardly
done anything to become millionaire. This book was absolutely amazing... Some people get so
many breaks. The pages are very sturdy, thick and glossy.. I'm sure somebody will defend her...
but really you hold a camera , speak to it, edit your videos, download.. However, this
publication is for kids, seriously.. become famous..... haha...seriously. This kind of thing is a tale
now... I think, if you have therefore many subscribers of which many are girls, it’s important to
talk about it.
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